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Suite Novotel adds a new address in Malaga to its network
Suite Novotel opens its first establishment in Spain.

Suite Novotel Malaga is a four star hotel located right in the center of town, a stone’s throw from
Constitution Square, the Picasso Museum, and the cathedral. It features 90 suites and invites
guests to experience a totally new way of hotel living.

Suite Novotel, another way of experiencing hotel living
Suite Novotel breaks with traditional hotel concepts and offers an off-beat hotel experience.
The brand invites its clientele of medium-stay guests to experience a different way of hotel living
where they can make themselves at home in all of the hotel’s living areas.
Suite Novotel hotels are composed exclusively of 30 sq. m. Suites that guests can arrange as
they wish to suit different needs at different times: sleeping, working, and relaxing. Here,
elegance and usefulness are combined to ensure the well-being and comfort of clients.

Suite Novotel innovates in every area:
• Through the spaces, with hotels made up exclusively of modular 30 sq. m Suites,
• Through the Suite :
- a corner equipped with a microwave and refrigerator,
- free wireless internet access,
- Suite Box, so guests can enjoy free and unlimited multimedia services: telephone
calls to national landlines, films, music on demand, etc.

• Through the original food and beverage solutions, so guests can eat what they want,
when they want, 24/7, where they want, with the Boutique Gourmande located in the hall,
and several breakfast options (in the hotel, take-away or served in their Suite).
• Through extra services so clients can enjoy complete freedom and autonomy throughout
their stay:
- the WebCorner on a Mac in the lobby for free Internet access,
- a fitness room, In Balance Fitness by Novotel, available 24/7,
- a library and press corner,
- a friendly bar area where clients can relax in the evenings,
- massages every Thursday evening,
- the free loan of an electric car for stays of four nights or more,

For family stays, Suite Novotel’s Family&Novotel offer features free accommodation and
breakfast with the family for two children under the age of 16 sharing their parents’ or grand
parents’ Suite.

Suite Novotel’s establishments are located mostly in large European cities. The brand is
expanding in city centers and next September it will open its 8th Parisian hotel, the Suite Novotel
Paris Issy-les-Moulineaux.

Suite Novotel is a Novotel label that offers its clientele of mostly medium-stay guests a new way of experiencing
hotel living. Its hotels are innovative and off-beat and cater for new consumer trends in an original and relevant
way. It offers modular suites, restructured private and public areas and services that make a difference, for example
the Suite Box (free and unlimited internet, local calls and VOD), free massages on Thursday nights and the free loan
of a Smart for stays of more than four days. Suite Novotel has 28 hotels in 8 countries.
For more information, visit: suitenovotel.com
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